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I have just released three modules, these are either bugfixes or upgrades. The following module
are as follows:

Spotlight V2.0 RC1 (RELEASE CANDIDATE, FOR TESTING END DEBUGGING PURPOSES)
WF-Channel
SPAW-Editor

You can download these modules from the WF-Section website and are available in zip and rar
formats.

Also I will like to mention that the WF-Section website has re-opened to everyone.

Can you please report bugs found at the wf-section website.

ATB

Catz

Spotlight:

The Spotlight module can be used to 'spot' an article of special interest on your mainpage. It still
is a block but as a central block it has the most value [even if Spotlight can be used as any
normal block].

v2.0 RC1
+ Added/Changed: Recoded all of the admin area nearly 90%.
+ Added: Image upload area.
+ Added: Thumbnails for images.
+ Changed: Templates, still much work to be done on these, should be completed by full
release.
+ Bugfixes: Many fixed, added many and fixed again.

NB: May not sound like many changes for the massive version jump, but you will understand
why when you use it.

WF-Channel:
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WF-Channel is a way of managing those pages of information that other modules just don't
seem to fit. You can keep together those 'about Us', 'Refer a Friend', 'Link to Us', Privacy
Statements or just about any type of information that you believe would benefit your users.

This module has had a major update and bugfix.

Spaw Editor:

This is a port of the excellent Spaw Wysiwyg editor converted for Xoops and will only work with
IE v5.5+.

This version is mainly a bug fix Version that corrects some error within the previous version.
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This is a port of the excellent Spaw Wysiwyg editor converted for Xoops and will only work with
IE v5.5+.

This version is mainly a bug fix Version that corrects some error within the previous version.
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